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ABSTRACT 
This paper contains theorems of r-th order Frechet differentiability, with r 2 1, for the autonomous 
composition operator and for the inversion operator in Schauder spaces. The optimality of the dif- 
ferentiability theorems for the composition is indicated by means of an ‘inverse result’. A main point 
of this paper is that (higher order) ‘sharp’ differentiability theorems for the composition operator can 
be proved by approximating the operator by composition operators whose superposing function is a 
polynomial, an idea which may be employed in other function space settings, 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we study the higher order differentiability properties of the 
operator defined by 
(1.1) 
W,‘4(x) -Jkb)), x E clfl, 
f E C”,“(clR,), g E (cmJ(cln))“, g(clR) c ClRi, 
and of the inversion operator J defined by 
(1.2) J[f ] = f (-l), f E (Cm,n(clO))n, 
where a, 01 are bounded open subsets of R”, and f in (1.2) is one-to-one of 
cl n onto cl Qi, with inverse f (-‘). Operators such as T occur in the study of 
nonlinear differential equations and are well-known in the literature. The differ- 
entiability of T in the frame of Schauder spaces has been studied by several 
authors. Several papers on the continuity of T, mainly for the case m = 0, 
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have been written by M.Z. Berkolajko, V.A. Bondarenko, Ja.B. Rutitskij, 
P.P. Zabrejko, P. Drabek, and by Je.P. Sobolevskij, as reported in the extensive 
monograph of Appell and Zabrejko (1990). Sufficient conditions for the differ- 
entiability of T have been given by Valent (1978, 1988) Nugari (1988) even in the 
nonautonomous case. Most of such work on the differentiability of the compo- 
sition operator has been done by formulating on the superposing function, i.e. on 
f, enough regularity assumptions to allow the application of the mean value 
theorem or the fundamental theorem of Calculus in order to estimate the 
/I I],,,-norm of the involved functions. The same methods, when applied to 
study the continuity of T, at least in case m = 0, N l ]0,1 [ do not lead to the best 
of the author’s knowledge, to the sharp results which could be obtained, for a 
fixed f, by a closer look at the modulus of continuity off, as done in the paper of 
Sobolevskij (1984) in dimension one. Such method suggests the introduction of 
the subspace C”%“,o(cl fli), cy l ]0,1 [ of those f E C”,“(clOi) whose modulus of 
continuity tends to zero more rapidly than 6 H 6” (cf. Section 2). Such method of 
studying the continuity of g H T[f, g] with m = 0 is fruitful, but since the space 
Co,“o (c 1 fi?l) contains only constant functions when cl fli is connected, case 
cy = 1 remains somewhat ‘exceptional’ and more importantly, the method does 
not seem to have a direct application to other function spaces whose elements 
cannot be characterized in terms of their moduli of continuity. We note that 
sharp results on such ‘exceptional’ case have been given by Drabek (1975) who 
considered the continuity of T[ f, ‘1 from C o,y(Q) to itself and then by Goebel 
(1991, 1992) and Nugari (1993) who extended Drabek’s work by giving a suffi- 
cient condition for the differentiability of the same map even for the non- 
autonomous case, when 0 is an interval of the real line. In this paper we observe 
that a statement of continuity or of higher order differentiability of the map 
g H T[ f, g] would be immediate if f were a polynomial. Thus we introduce the 
class C”~a~P(~l fii), i.e. the closure of the polynomials in C”)“(cl Qi), for all (Y E 
IO, 11, and prove a higher order differentiability theorem for T in both of its 
variables by an approximation method. Such method is essentially based on the 
boundedness of T, on the compactness of standard imbeddings, and on the well- 
known continuity of the product in spaces of Holder continuous functions, and 
such properties are common to several other useful function spaces. The paper 
also contains an ‘inverse result’ which shows that C”,aap(cl fli) is the right class 
to look at. We note that if 01 is well-behaved, the space C”‘~“~P(cl 01) coincides 
for cy < 1 with the space C”,“,‘(clRi), so that the statement concerning the 
continuity of T and the corresponding inverse result extends the work of Drabek 
(1975) and of Sobolevskij (1984). The differentiability theorems for T have then 
been applied to deduce continuity and higher order differentiability theorems for 
the map J. All the differentiability theorems presented in this paper, both for T 
and J have been used by the author to prove ‘sharp’ differentiability theorems for 
the conformal representation of a plane region as a function of its shape (as an- 
nounced in Lanza (June 1991) cf. Lanza (1993a).) Similar domain dependent 
problems for the conformal representation have long been investigated (cf. Gaier 
(1964)), and find application in fluid-solid interaction problems, where the con- 
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formal representation can be used to handle domain-dependent exterior bound- 
ary-value problems (cf. Lanza and Antman (1991), Lanza (1993b).) The author 
cannot see how the same theorems and their ‘converse’ counterparts could be 
proved by applying the already existing theorems for composition operators. The 
paper is organized as follows. Section 2 is a section of preliminaries, and many of 
the properties of the functions spaces introduced are known at least in part. 
Section 3 presents a continuity theorem for T. Section 4 presents a higher order 
differentiability theorem for T, and a corresponding inverse theorem. Section 5 
concerns the inversion operator J. 
2. PRELIMINARIES AND NOTATION 
We denote the norm on a (real) normed space X, by ]] : XII, or in case of no 
ambiguity more simply by ]I . 11. Let X, y be normed spaces. We equip the prod- 
uct space X x y with the norm ]I. : X x y/l = ]I : Xl] + ]I. : Y]], while we use 
the Euclidean norm for R”. We say that X is imbedded in Y provided that there 
exists a continuous injective map of X into Y. Let B C X. We say that a (non- 
linear) operator N : B + y is bounded provided that N maps bounded subsets 
of B into bounded subsets of y. We say that N is compact provided that N maps 
bounded subsets of B into subsets of Y which have compact closure. C(X,Y) 
denotes the normed space of the continuous linear maps of X into Y and is 
equipped with the topology of the uniform convergence on the unit sphere of X. 
a(X x Y, 2) denotes the normed space of the continuous bilinear maps of 
X x y into 2 and is equipped with the topology of the uniform convergence on 
the cross product of the unit sphere of X and of the unit sphere of Y. It is well- 
known that f3(X x Y, 2) is isomorphic to C(X, ,C(Y, 2)). For all standard defi- 
nitions and theorems of Calculus in normed spaces, we refer the reader to Cartan 
(1967). Let Y E PY U {cm} and let 0 be an open subset of X. Then C’(0, Y) 
denotes the space of r-times continuously differentiable maps of 0 to Y. The 
inverse function of an invertible function f is denoted f (-l) as opposed to the 
reciprocal of a real valued function g or the inverse of a matrix A, which are 
denoted g-’ and A -’ respectively. lV denotes the set of natural numbers in- 
cluding 0. Throughout the paper, y1 is an element of N\(O). For all R > 0, 
x E lWn, 1x1 denotes the Euclidian modulus of x in R”, and B(x, R) denotes the 
ball {y E R” : Ix - yl < R}. A dot ‘.’ denotes the inner product in R” or the 
matrix product. Let R be an open subset of R”, diam [a] its diameter and cl Q 
its closure. The space of m-times continuously differentiable functions on R, is 
denoted by Cm(n). Let f E (Cm(Q))“. Df denotes the gradient matrix 
(a!/axj)i,j=i,...,.. Let rl f (171,. ..) Q) E N”, 1~1 E 71 + + qn. Then D”f de- 
notes a17flf /ax:’ .8x:. The subspace of CM(Q) of those functions f such that 
f and its derivatives Dqf of order ]n] < m can be extended with continuity to cl R 
is denoted C”(cl0). Let Q be a bounded open subset of R”. Cm(cl a) equipped 
with the norm (1 f Ilm G Cl,, sm SUP,,~ ID ‘IfI is a Banach space. The subspace of 
C”(c1 Q) whose functions have m-th order derivatives that are Holder con- 
tinuous with exponent a E (0, l] is denoted C”‘,*(cl a), (cf. Kufner, John and 
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FuEik (1977).) Let B C R”. Then Cma”(clR, B) denotes {f E (C”la(clG))“: 
f(clR) c B}. If f E C”l*(clG), then its Holder quotient 1 f : L?l,, or more 
simply 1 f Ia is defined as sup{ (If(x) -f (y)l)/lx - yl* : x,y E cl 0, x # Y}. The 
space C”,“(clR) is equipped with its usual norm I( f Ilrn+ = ll f llm + 
I&=,,, Pf Ia. Let Qb e a b ounded, open and connected subset of Iw”. For every 
x,Y E 6?, there exists an arc “i~,~ of class C1 such that 
(2.1) %,JJ : P, 11 + 0, YX,YP) = XI Y.&l) = Y. 
The geodesic distance A(x, Y) is defined as 
(2.2) X(x,Y) E inf{length of 7X,y : 7x,y is of class C’ and (2.1) holds}. 
Let 
(2.3) c[Q] - sup 
{ 
%Y) 
m: x,y E 0, x # y 
I 
If c[Q] < DC), then 0 is said to be regular in the sense of H. Whitney. Note that 
c[G] = 1 if R is convex. The following lemma collects a few properties of the 
spaces Cm) u and of their norm. 
Lemma 2.4. Let m E N, a, ,D E (0, 11. Let Q be a bounded open connected subset 
of R” such that c[Q] < co. Then 
(i) There exists a positive constant c depending only on m, c[Q], diam[G] such 
that 
IIfgllm,min{a,P] 5 ‘IIf Ilm,cxllt4lrn,~~ Vf E P”(c1 n), g E VJ(cl0). 
(ii) CM+ ‘(cl 0) is imbedded in Cm, ’ (cl 0). 
(iii) If a > p, then C”,“(cl Q) is compactly imbedded in C”~fl(cl0). (In case 
m = 0 such statement holds without assumption c[Q] < CXI.) 
For proof and references of(i), (ii), cf. Lanza (1991, Section 2). Statement (iii) 
is also well-known and its proof is based on an inductive argument which ex- 
ploits the Ascoli-Arzela theorem and (ii). In the sequel, we shall also use the 
following version of Weierstrass approximation theorem (cf. Rohlin and Fuchs 
(1981, p. 185)). 
Theorem 2.5. Let m E N, f E C”( R”). Then for every E > 0 and for every 
compact subset K of R”, there exists a polynomial p in R” such that 
c lV/ <m SUPK P'lf - DVpl < E. 
For all bounded open subsets fl of Iw”, and continuous functions f : cl R + Iw, 
we set 
(2.6) af(S) = sup{lf(x) -f(y)l: lx-y\ IS}, WE [O,diam[Q]]. 
The function of is said to be the modulus of continuity off and is continuous at 
0 and increasing. We now introduce the well-known space C”~“~“(clO). 
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Definition 2.7. Let R be a bounded open subset of R”, a l ]0,1 [, m E N. Then 
(i) We define C”~“~o(cl Q) to be the subset of those f E C’,*(clfl) such that 
limb,oof(S)SPa = 0. 
(ii) We define Cm,cu.o (cl Q) to be the subset of those f E C”,“(cl Q) such that 
O’lf E C”~“~o(cl Q), Vn E N” such that In/ = m. 
(iii) Let R > 0, B(0, R) T> cl a. We say that the map f-f of C”)“,“(cl Q) to 
C m,a,o(~l B(0, R)) IS an extension operator provided that it is linear and that 
j&j = f) Vf E C”~“~O(Cl Q). 
(iv) We say that R has the Cm,aao -extension property, provided that there 
exists at least a continuous extension map as in (iii). 
It is well-known and easy to check that the space C”~“~“(cl 0) with the norm 
II . llm,cu is a closed linear subspace of C”,“(cl Q) (cf. Kufner, John and FuEik 
(1977, 0.8.1, 1.3.4).) It is also well known that the space Cm, ‘,‘(cl a) defined as in 
Definition 2.7, with cy = 1, coincides with the set of polynomials of degree less or 
equal than m on each connected component of cl 0. 
Let 0 be a bounded open subset of R”, f a continuous function of cl ti to R. 
As shown in Glaeser (1958, chapter l), there exists at least one function w such 
that 
w : [O, +c+ R, 
(2.8) 
w(0) = 0, 
w is concave, 
w is increasing and continuous, 
and such that w(S) L of(a) if 6 E [O,diam[fl]], w(6) > o,-(diam[n]) if 
S > diam[Q]. We denote by wf the infimum of such functions. As pointed out in 
Glaeser (1958, chapter l), wf satisfies (2.8). The following lemma is a con- 
sequence of Whitney’s extension theorem. 
Lemma 2.9. Let Q: ~]0,1[. Then all bounded open subsets of [w” have the C”,a,o- 
extension property. 
Proof. By assumption, we have If(x) -f(y)] I wf(]x - y]), tlf E C”,*,o(cl Q), 
Qx, y E cl 0. Then, by Whitney’s extension theorem, there exists an extension 
operator ‘^’ of C’(cl Q) to C’(cl B(0, R)), and by Glaeser (1958, chapter 1, sec- 
tions 13-14), there exists a positive constant c independent of f such that 
Il~llo 5 cllfllO> wf 5 cwf. Since If lnba satisfies (2.8), the minimality of wf im- 
plies that wf(S) 5 If loiS”. S ince we also have CX~ < wf, we conclude that the 
extension map is continuous from Coy” (cl a) to C”l”(cl B(0, R)). By arguing by 
contradiction and by using the properties which define wf, it is not hard to 
prove that lim6,00f(S)SPU = 0 implies lim~,owf(S)6-” = 0. Then we have 
limb,0 of(S) = 0, so thatj E C”,“,o(cl B(0, R)). 0 
By using Whitney’s extension theorem, we can also prove the following. 
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Lemma 2.10. Let cr ~]0,1[, m E N. Then all bounded open convex subsets of [w” 
have the Cm1 al O-extension property. 
Proof. Let R > 0 be such that B(0, R) > cl 0. By Whitney’s extension theorem, 
there exists a linear extension operator ‘^’ of C”(cl0) to C”(c1 B(0, R)) pro- 
vided that there exists w as in (2.8) such that 
Vx,y~clR, V~EN”, wit! lq[=k, kE{O,...,m}. Here PEN” (x-~)~E 
(x~-~~)~‘.....(x~-JJ~) n, and /3!=,&!... . . ,B,,!. Since by definition, Dqf, 
171 < m is continuous in cl 0, (2.11) holds if and only if it holds in 0. Since 0 is 
convex, we can use Taylor’s formula with integral residue to rewrite (2.11) as 
(m-k)! (1 - t)m-k~‘,A,zE_k k 
0 M 
(2.12a) x [D”+Pf(y+t(x-y)) -D’7+‘f(y)l(x-y)Pdt 
(2.12b) ID’lf(x) - D7f(y)I 5 W&X -yl), if k = m. 
Since the diameter of Q is finite, there exists some positive constant c such that 
(2.12) holds with w(6) E CW~,~(S) - ~sup~~~=~ we?,(6). Thus by Glaeser (1958, 
chapter 1, section 13-14), there exists an extension operator from Cm(clO) to 
C”(clB(0, R)), and there exists a positive constant cl independent of f E 
Cm(cl&‘) such that IIfll, I ct Ilfll,, wf,m < ctwf,,. Now, if f E Cm>“,‘(clR), 
then su~1+~ QDV@) I Ilfll,,, S”, and accordingly, since S H lifll,,, S” sa- 
tisfies (2.8), we have w~,~(6) < II f I(_ 6*. Since we also have SUP~,~ =m oDqf(S) < 
JT, M (S), we conclude that there exists some positive constant c2 independent off 
such that II& a I ~211 f Ilm,a, for all f E C”,“,“(clO). By the membership f E 
Cm>alo(cl n), we have lim6,s suplql=, QD~~ (S) S-” = 0, which by the same ar- 
gument of the previous proof, implies lims_s u~,~(S) S-* = 0, so that f E 
C m,a,o(~l B(0, R)) for all f E C”,“,“(clO). q 
Lemma 2.13. Let R be a bounded open subset ofrW*, a ~]0,1[. Then C”~“~o(cl 0) 
coincides with the closure of the set ofpolynomials in the space C’,“(cl Q). 
Proof. By use of the mean value theorem and of the definition of 1. Ia, it is 
immediate to verify that C”,“,o(cl B(0, R)) contains the polynomials, VR > 0. 
Then the closed Banach space C”,a,o(cl 0) contains the closure of the poly- 
nomials. Conversely, we now show that all the elements of C”~“~o(cl 0) can be 
approximated in the II . IJo ,-norm by polynomials. By Lemma 2.9, there exists 
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f E co~“~O(cl B(0, R)), with B(0, R) > cl 0 such that ii,,0 =f. Now let & be an 
‘approximation of unity’ defined by 
(2.14) 
supp 4 = cl B(0, l), 
4 > 0, 
and let cl6?cB(O,Ri)cB(O,R), O<E<R-R~,j*~,(x)-S~“~(x-y)x 
&(y) dy. It is well-known that? * & E C”(clB(0, RI)), and that 
(2.15) lim sup ]j--f*& =O. 
c-0 clB(O,R,) 
Consequently, for all 6 > 0, we have 
^ ^ ^ ^ 
l(f -f * 4%)(X1) - (f -f * 4%)(X2)1 
Ix1 - X21a 
= 0. 
~I,QEC~B(O,RI) 
On the other hand JR” ~(X)&(Y) dy =P(x), and 
lJRn [&I) -?@I -Y)14dy)dy- JR. L&2) 4x2 -Y)IMY)~YI 
(2.17) 
Ix1 - x21°L 
“#l - 34) 
5 2 /x, - x2y ’ 
Vx1rx2 E clB(O,Rl), ~1 # ~2. 
Since the right-hand side of (2.17) tends to zero as 1x1 - x2] tends to zero, 
independently of E, conditions (2.15)-(2.17) imply that lim,,o I] j -f * & : 
WO,R1)IIo,, = 0. Now, by Weierstrass theorem, all functions p * & can be 
approximated in C’(clB(0, RI)), which is imbedded in C’,*(cl B(0, RI)), by 
polynomials. We conclude that f is a limit of polynomials in CO%“(cl Q). q 
Definition 2.18. Let 0 be a bounded open subset of R”, a l ]0,1], m E N. Then 
(i) We define Cm,a,o (cl a) to be the set of those f E C”,“(cl G), such that 
Dqf is in the closure of the set of polynomial functions in C’,“(cl Q), VT E N”, 
Irll = m. 
(ii) We define C “‘aJ’(~l 0) to be the closure of the set of polynomial func- 
tions in C”y”(cl0). 
By definition and by Lemma 2.13, it is clear that for all m E N, we have 
P~“~P(Cl0) = CO’“.O(clO), v’cy EIO, 11, 
(2.19a,b,c) C”‘“‘P(Cl Q) c Cm,a,O(cl n), VCX E]O, 11, 
C m.a,O(clfl) = C”,a,O(C1O), V/a E]O, l[. 
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The definition of Cm.N,o -extension property and of Cm,aJ’-extension property 
for an open subset 0 of R” can be given as for the spaces Cm,a,o. We now in- 
troduce two technical lemmas which show some properties of the spaces in- 
troduced above. 
Lemma 2.20. Let R be a bounded open connected subset of [w” and m E N. Then 
the following hold. 
(i) Zff E Cm+‘([Wn), thenJi,ln E C”>aJ’(~l 6?), V’a ~10, I]. 
(ii) Zfc[Q] < co, then all elements of C’(cl0) aye restriction of some element of 
C’(W). 
(iii) Ifa: ~10, l] and ifc[Q] < co, then C”+ ‘(cl 0) is imbedded in C”,a,o(cl 6)). 
(iv) Ifa ~10, l] and if0 has the c”.C1,o-extensionproperty, then C”~~ao(cl 0) = 
C","J'(cl 0). The set B(0, R) has the i;m,cu,o -extension property, and in particular 
C “m+,O(cl B(0, R)) = c M’aJ’(~l B(0, R)), VR > 0. 
(v) rfa ~10, I] and iffihas the Cm,a,o -extension property, then fl has also the 
Cm,a;*-extension property. 
Proof. Let R > 0 be such that B(0, R) _> cl G. By Weierstrass theorem, ficiB(O,R) 
is the limit in CM+ ’ (clB(0, R)) o a sequence of polynomials. By the inclusion f 
C”+‘(clB(O, R)) C C”a*(clB(O, R)), we have JiciB(O,R) E C”,“J’(clB(O, R)) 
and (i) is proved. Statement (ii) is a direct consequence of Whitney’s extension 
theorem (cf. Lanza (1991, Lemma 4.20)). We now show that C”+‘(clR) c 
C -m, *)‘(cl Q). It clearly suffices to consider case m = 0. Let f E C ’ (cl 0). Then 
by statement (ii), f is the restriction of some f E C’ ([W’), and by (i), we have f = 
ji,_,Q E CO@,P(cl n) = C 03cy~o(cl Q). The continuity of the immersion follows 
from Lemma 2.4. We now prove the first part of (iv). By (2.19), it clearly suffices 
to show that Cm,a,o(clG) C C “,“J’(cl a). Let 0 < RI < R be such that 
clR $ clB(0, RI) C clB(0, R). Let & as in (2.14) with 0 < E < R-R,. Let 
j E Cm,%0 (clB(0, R)) be an extension of f E C”‘~nlo(clO), and f*&(x) E 
JR” _?(x -y)#+(y) dy, V’x E clB(0, Rl). It is well-known that f * & E 
C”(clB(0, RI)), and that 
(2.21) lim sup ]D’7&Z3)17(j*&)(=0, VnEN”, 1~11rn. 
c-0 clE(O,R,) 
Since by (i), f * & is a limit of polynomials in C”,“(cl G), it clearly 
show that 
suffices to 
1 sup iroV - ZVf * &)1(X1) - rw - mf * 4dl(xz)l > (2.22) XI #x2 lx1 - X21a xl,xzEc1m~I) 
tends to zero as E + 0. Let e > 0 and 77 E N” with In] = m. By assump- 
tion, there exists a polynomial q such that ]Dqf - q : clB(0, RI)], 5 
IDqf - q : clB(0, R)I, < t/3. Then it suffices to show that 
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(2.23) ID”(~*~E)-q*~C:clB(O,R,)I,IE/3, \JEE]O,R-R,[, 
and that there exists EO > 0 such that 
(2.24) 14 * 4E - 4 : dw, w, I t/3, 
holds for all E ~10, EO [. Now, (2.24) follows because q, as a polynomial belongs to 
Cl@“), and accordingly lim,,oq*& = q in C’(clB(O,R’)), which is im- 
bedded in C’,*(cl B(0, R’)). To prove (2.23), it suffices to notice that for all 
x’, x2 E cl B(0, R’), xl # ~2, E ~10, R - RI [, the following holds. 
IJnn [4(x’ -Y) -@(XI -.v)l4,(y) dy - JR” Mx2 -Y) -@b -Y)I&(Y) dyl 
Ix1 - X21a 
< [ 1[4(Xl -Y) - DVC x’ - y)] - [4(x2 - Y) - D”f(x2 - Y)ll 4
E 
(y) dy 
IQ” IX’ - X21a 
5 )q - D”f : clB(0, R)],. 
In particular, since by Lemma 2.10 B(0, R) has the Cm,a*o-extension property for 
a ~10, l[: the second equality in (iv) holds for o ~10, l[. Since B(0, R) is well 
known to have the Cm+’ -extension property, statement (ii) of the next lemma 
implies that B(0, R) has also the Cm1 ‘.’ -extension property, so that the second 
equality in (iv) holds also for a = 1. Statement (v) is an immediate consequence 
of (iv). 0 
And for a = 1 we have the following. 
Lemma 2.25. Let R be a bounded open connected subset of [w”, and m E N. Then 
(9 C “J’P(Clfl) c C”‘~O(ClR) c C”f’(clQ). 
(ii) If c[Q] < o;), then C”,‘,‘(cl a) = C”+‘(cl Q), both algebraically and to- 
pologically. 
(iii) If Q has the C” + ’ -extensionproperty, then C”,‘.P(cl a) = Cm: “‘(cl Q) = 
C m+‘(cl ,n), and in particular C”‘J’(cl B(0, R)) = C”‘~“(clB(O, R)) = 
C”+‘(cl B(0, R)). 
(iv) Q”Q has the CM+’ -extensionproperty, then it also has the cl”~ “‘-extension 
property. 
Proof. The first inclusion of(i) follows by the definition of the spaces involved. 
To prove the second, it clearly suffices to prove that 
(2.26) C o~‘~“(cl fl) is imbedded in C’(c1 a). 
We first observe that by writing the incremental ratio off E C’(c1 Q) at x E Q, 
it follows immediately that ]]df/dxi]]o < If I,, and consequently 
(2.27) lif ih I iifilo,,, vfE cW4. 
Now let f E 6 ‘,“‘(cl Q) and let { pj} be a sequence of polynomials such that 
f = limjpj in CO)‘(clR). Then {pi} IS a Cauchy sequence in Co)’ (cl a), and by 
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virtue of (2.27), {pj} 1s a C auchy sequence in C ’ (cl Q). Then the completeness of 
C 1 (cl fl) implies that f E C 1 (cl fl), and the proof of (2.26) is complete. State- 
ment (ii) follows immediately from (i) and from Lemma 2.20, (iii). Statement (iii) 
is an immediate consequence of (i) and of Lemma 2.20, (i). Statement (iv) is a 
direct consequence of (iii). q 
Lemma 2.28. Let R be a bounded connected open subset of R” such that c[f2] < 
co. Let m E N, CY, PI ~]0,1]. Then the pointwise product maps C”~“J’(cl Q) x 
C"~pJ'(cl 0) to Cm~min{a~p}J’(~l fl), and C”la,o(cl 0) x C”~p~o(cl 0) to 
Cm,minta,81,0(C-.fl), 
Proof. The first statement follows by the definition of the spaces CmlaJ’ and by 
Lemma 2.4(i). We now prove the second statement by induction on m. Case 
m = 0 is contained in (i). Now, let f E Cm+‘,u,o(~l G),g E Cm+‘1’7>o(c1 0). Then 
(a/axi)(fg) = (af/&ci)g +f(@/axi), i = 1, . . . , n, and by the inductive as- 
sumption and by Lemma 2.2O(iii), we have (alax,) E Cm~“i”~“~B~~o(cl~). 
Since fg E C”(cl Q), the proof is complete. q 
Remark 2.29. By direct use of the definition of the spaces C”~“J’(clQ), 
C -m, “,‘(cl fl), it is clear that the imbedding of Lemma 2.4 (iii) remains true for 
such spaces. 
We now have the following abstract lemma, on which the proofs of the fol- 
lowing sections depend crucially. 
Lemma 2.30. Let X be a commutative real Banach algebra with product ‘*’ and 
unity lx. Let P(R”) be the set of real polynomials in n real variables. Let 
p E P(R”) be dejined byp(x) E Cl,, SdegpaVx;ll . . x2, Vx = (xl,. . . ,x,) E R”. 
The map rp of X” to X defined by setting 
~p[ul,...,u*l = c a,u;7’*...*u~, V(Ul, . . ) u,) E X”, 
lM5 degp 
with the understanding that u” E lx, Vu E X, is of class C’(X”, X), for all 
r E N U {co}. Furthermore, the difSerentia1 of rp[ ‘1 at ufl G (up, . , u,f ) is delivered 
by the map 
(2.31) X” 3 (h,, . . . , h,)H i: Q~,~,,[u~] *hi E X. 
i=l 
Proof. The map rp is of class C” because it is the composition of such maps. We 
now verify formula (2.31). By linearity, it clearly suffices to consider p(x) = 
111 x,“. By standard Calculus in normed spaces (cf. Cartan (1967, Proposi- 
ikn ‘2.5.1)), we have dTp[ufl](h) = Cl= 1 (a/&i)Tp[u’](hi), where (a/&~~)~~[ufl] 
denotes the derivative of rp in its i-th variable at ufl, i.e. the derivative of the 
map v H (u1#)“’ * . * [vvi] * . . . * (uj)” at up. By using a simple inductive argu- 
ment based on the formula for the derivative of a bilinear and continuous 
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map, it is easy to show that for vi > 0, (d/dui)rp[u’](hi) = (UP)“’ * .. * 
[qj(U!)“-’ *hi] * “’ * (Ui)“, while for vi = 0, such derivative is clearly equal to 
zero. Then the proof is complete. 0 
3. THE CONTINUITY OF T 
We first introduce the following lemma, whose proof can be found in Lanza 
(1991, Lemma 3.1 and Theorem 3.5). 
Lemma 3.1. Let a,P E]O, 11, m E N, -yM(a,P) = CXP if m = 0, rm(cy,P) = 
min{a, fl} if m > 0. Let R, fil be bounded open connected subsets of R”. Let 
c[Q] < co. Then fog E C”~Ym(“~fl)(clQ), whenever f E C”,“(clflr), g E 
C”‘lp(clR, cl 0,). Furthermore, for all m E N, there exists a strictly increasing 
positive function a,,, of [0, +co) to itself, such that 
(3.2) Ilf ogll m,r,(a,/3) 5 II f Ilm,cr~~(llgllm,~c)~ 
and the map T is continuous from C -n(Clnl) x C”J(cl R, cl 0,) to C”~e(clfi), 
for all 0 E]O, y&a, P)[. 
We now introduce a continuity theorem for T which generalizes the work of 
Drabek (1975) and of Sobolevskij (1984), who treated case m = 0, with f fixed. 
Our methods differ completely from the (fruitful) methods of those authors. 
Theorem 3.3. Let a,P ~]0,1], m E N, y,(cr,/3) = cwp if m = 0, ym(cy,p) = 
min{o, p} if m > 0. Let Q, 01 be bounded open connected subsets of R”. Let 
c[Q] < r~. Then thefollowing hold. 
(i) Tis continuousfrom C”,“J’(cl Qr) x C”‘xfi(cl R, cl 0,) to C”~~m(a,~)(~l Q).
Furthermore 
(34 TLC “*NsP(cI 01) x c”JqcI Q, cl n,)] c: c”*“(“‘fl),p(clfl). 
(ii) T is continuousfrom Cm,ulo (cl fir) x C”J(cl n, cl Q,) to C”+(aJ)(cl0). 
Furthermore 
(3.5) 
T[Cm,d (cl0,) x 6-“,O (cl n, cl Q,)] G C-“(“‘~)‘O(Cln). 
Proof. We first consider (i). Let ( f, g), and (fo, go) be in the domain of T, and let 
p be a polynomial. Then by Lemma 3.1, we have 
Ilf Og -fo o~ollm,lm(a,~) 
(3.6) I Ilf -foll,,,%llsll*,~) + llfo - Pllm,a~m(llgllm,~) 
+ IIP 08 -P ogol/,,,(,J) + IIP -fOllm,ru~~(llgoll~,~)~ 
Since cm is increasing, and p can be chosen so that ]I fo -pll,,,+ is arbitrarily 
small, (3.6) and Lemma 2.30 imply the continuity of Tat (fo,go). The continuity 
of T together with the definition of the spaces Cm,aJ’ immediately imply the 
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validity of (3.4). We now prove statement (ii) by induction on m. Case m = 0 is 
contained in (i). We now assume that (ii) holds for m and prove it for m + 1. By 
Lemma 3.1, T is continuous from Cm+l~a,o(~l fir) x Cm+‘,P(cl fi,cl fir) to 
C”(cl 6?). Then it suffices to show that the map 
is continuous from Cm+‘,a,o(cl fir) x C”+‘~“(cl fi,cl fir) to C”>Tm+l(arfl)(~l fl), 
for all i. Since ym(~, 1) = Q, the inductive assumption implies that T is con- 
tinuous from Cm,a,o (cl 01) x C”~‘(cl R, cl 6’1) to C”.o(~l fl). Then the imbed- 
ding of C”+‘(cl fi) in C”~‘(cl fi), and the continuity of the pointwise product 
(cf. Lemma 2.4) imply the continuity of the maps in (3.7). The same type of in- 
ductive argument together with the isomorphism of Lemma 2.25 (ii) implies the 
validity of (3.5). q 
4. HIGHER ORDER DIFFERENTIABILITY PROPERTIES OF T 
We now consider the problem of the differentiability of T when fir is a ball. As 
we have seen in Lemma 2.20 (iv) and in Lemma 2.25 (iii), for a ball the spaces 
C -m,a,o and C”‘T~,~ coincide. We first introduce the following preliminary lemma. 
Lemma 4.1. Let X be a normed space and 0 an open subset of X. Let R be a 
bounded open connected subset of [w”. Let m E FV\{O}, r E {w} UN \{O}, 
cy ~]0,1]. Let Q be a function of 0 to C”t*(cl fi), and let Ql, i = 1,. . . ,n be the 
functions of 0 to Cm-‘au (cl 0) de$ned by Ql[u](.) = (a/axi)Q[u](.), Vu E 0. Zf 
Q E C’(0, C’(cl a)), and Ql E C’(c3, CM- ‘,“(cl fi)), i = 1,. ,n (or ifQ, Qcare 
analytic), then Q E C’(0, C"."(cl 6’)) (or Q is analytic, respectively). Moreover, 
the d@erential of Q from 0 to C”l*(cl fl) equals the d#erential of Q from # to 
CO(c1 n). 
Proof. The proof can be effected by observing that C","(cl 6?) can be identified 
with the subspace H of C’(clfl) x (C)?l-‘,e(~lfi))n of those (go,gr,. . . ,gn) for 
which go is continuously differentiable and ago/‘axi = gi, and by observing that 
our assumption implies that the map (Q, Q[, . . . , Q,!,) of 0 to H is of class C’ (or 
analytic). 0 
We now have the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.2. Let cx,/3 ~10, 11, m E N, r E FV \{O}, R > 0. Let ti be a bounded, 
open, connected subset of [w” such that c[n] < 03. Then T is of class C’ from 
Cm+r,nJ’(~l B(0, R)) x C",fi(cl 0, B(0, R)) to Cm~~m(cu,~)(~l G). The dzfirential of 
Tat each (fo, go) is given by 
for all (v, w) = (v, (WI,. . . , w,)) E C”+‘~aJ’(~lB(O, R)) x C”,p(cl fl, [w”). 
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Proof. We first observe that since c[B(O, R)] = 1, the space Cm+rla,p(~l B(0, R)) 
is included in C”,“J’(clB(O, R)). Then Lemma 3.1 implies that the range of T is 
actually contained in C”~ym(*,~‘)(cl 0). To simplify the notation, we set 
i 
x m+r,a,m,fl = -c 
(4.4) 
m+r,a,p(Cl B(0, R)) x C”J(cl n, R”), 
W m+r,n,m.i? = {(f,g) E xn+r,a,m.4 : g(clfc c B(O>R)l. 
We now prove by induction that 
(4.5) 
i 
T is of class C’ from Wm+r.a,m,~ to C”~ym(“~,‘)(cl Q), and dT is 
delivered by (4.3). 
We first consider case m = 0, Y = 1. Let (fo,ga) E WI,~,JJ. We now prove the 
differentiability of T[fo, .] from C”,a(cl Q, B(0, R)) to C”,“s(cl 0). By assump- 
tion, there exists a sequence of polynomials {pj} which converges to fa in 
C’~“(cl Q). By Lemma 2.30 and by the imbedding of C’,“(cl Q) in C”~“~(cl Q), 
the operators T[Pj, ‘1 are differentiable at g E C”~~(cl 0, B(0, R)) with differ- 
ential 
Inequality 
(4.7) llfo O g - Pj O g/I,Q 5 llh - Pjllo,a ao(llgllo.,7) 
shows that the sequence of maps {T[pj, ‘1) converges to r[fo, .] uniformly on 
the bounded subsets of C”)8(cl Q, B(0, R)). Inequality 
where c is the positive constant of Lemma 2.4(i), shows that the sequence of 
linear maps {&, [g] (.)} converges to the operator LfO [g] (.) defined by 
(4.9) J% kl (WI = [IL, g (8) WI 
in the space C(C”~~(cl Q R”) > , C ‘,“p(cl G)), uniformly on the bounded subsets of 
C”,“(clQ, B(0, R)). Since the pointwise product in C’.““(cl Q) is continuous, 
and C”~,‘(cl Q) is imbedded in C’,*“(cl a), we have 
(4.10) 
,,,glp 1 II [ g g O g - g O go] wj 110. a0 
95 I/ af 8fo [=I dy,Og-dyrogo (J&j’ II 
for some positive constant c (cf. Lemma 2.4 (i)). Then, by the continuity of T (cf. 
Theorem 3.3), it follows that the map (f,g) H Lf[g] is continuous on W~,~,o,p 
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and in particular g H &[g] is continuous on C”lfl(clO, B(0, R)). Then, by a 
well-known theorem of Calculus in Banach space (cf. Cartan (1967, Theorem 
3.6.2, p. 50)), we can conclude that r[fo, .] is of class C’ from C”~p(cl 0, B(0, R)) 
to C’,“p(cl Q), with differential given by (4.9). If g E C”>o(cl 0, B(0, R)) is fixed, 
the linear and continuous map T[ ., g] (cf. (3.2)) is clearly differentiable, and at all 
f’s, its differential coincides with the map T[ .,g] itself. We now show that the 
map (f, g) H T[ ., g], which does not depend on its variable f, is continuous from 
W,a,OJ to qc ‘~a~p(ClB(O, R)), c o,ap(cl Q)). Let the sequence {gj} converge to 
g in C’>p(cl R, B(0, R)). We want to show that 
(4.11) /n+-$ ,, ~~P~~ll~~gi-~~gllO,np=O. 
W,a 
Assume that (4.11) is false. Then there exists E > 0 and a sequence wj E 
C’,“,P(ClB(O, R)) such that for a suitable subsequence of {gi} still denoted {gj}, 
we have 
(4.12) llwj 0 gj - Wj 0 gllo,,~ > E, Vj E N. 
Since C1la,P(clB(O, R)) is compactly imbedded in C”~“J’(cl B(0, R)), there exists 
a subsequence {wjk} converging to some w in C”,“,P(cl B(0, R)). Then inequality 
and the continuity of T[w, .] asserted by Theorem 3.3, shows that (4.12) cannot 
hold as k + co. Since we have shown that T has continuous partial differentials, 
a well-known theorem of Calculus in Banach space (cf. Cartan (1967, p. 38)), 
implies that T E C’ (W~,a,~,p, C o,ap(cl L?)), and that (4.3) holds. We now keep 
m = 0 fixed and induce on r. We assume that statement (4.5) holds for (r - 1) > 1 
and we prove it for r. Since C “aJ’(~l B(0, R)) is imbedded in C’,“J’(cl B(0, R)), 
case r = 1 implies that T is of class C’ from Wr,a,~,o to C’,“fi(cl Q), with 
derivative delivered by (4.3). We now show that T is of class C’ by showing that 
its differential is of class C’- ‘. By continuity of the product (cf. Lemma 2.4(i)), 
the map Q: H (w H cy. w) is linear and continuous from C’>“@(cl Q, R”) to 
~(COJ(cl n, R”), c o>ap(cl n)), and by the inductive assumption, the map 
(f,g) H (aflaY/) Og is ofclass C’-’ from Wr,cu,~,~ to C”,“a(cl fl).Then the map 
(f,g) k-i Lf[g] is of class C’-’ from W,,,,O,~ to C(C”~P(clR,R”), C”~np(~lG)). 
Since for fixed (f, g) the linear map Lf [g] (.) does not depend on the first var- 
iable of the cross product which defines X,,,,O,J (cf. (4.4)), the map 
(f,g) H qg1 IS a so of class C’-’ from Wr,*,O,p to L(X,,,,o,p, C”,np(clR)). In 1 
order to conclude that dT is of class CT-l, we still have to prove that the map 
g H o[g] defined by cr[g](h) = h o g, is of class C’-’ from C”,p(cl 0, B(0, R)) to 
L(C’,aJ(~lB(O, R)), C”~“p(cl Q)). Equivalently, we can show that a[ .] is dif- 
ferentiable, and that da is of class Crp2. We now show that the differential 
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of 0 at go can be identified with the (bilinear and continuous) element of 
WX,%O,4, C o~a~(cl 0)) defined by 
(4.14a,b) da[go](h, k) E Dh(go) . k, i.e. by Wgol(h, k) = 2 c&d $ 
( > 
kr, 
I=1 
wherekz (kl,... , k,). Thus we have to show that 
(4.15) lim 
su~~~/~~,,=i Ilk0 (go +k) - hogo - Wgo) 40,,~ 
Ilkllo,o 
= 0. 
lI4l.s - 0 
If by contradiction, (4.15) is false, then there exists some F > 0 and two sequences 
{hi}, {kj}, with kj E (klj, . . 7 knj), j E N such that limi Ilkjllo,a = 0, llhjll,,, = 1, 
and 
(4.16) 
llhj 0 (go + kj) - hj 0 go - Dhjko) . kjllo,,, 
Ilhllo,p 
> E. 
Since r > 1, C”~‘~p(cl B(0, R)) is compactly imbedded in C l,a,P(~l B(0, R)). Then 
we can assume that {hj} converges to some element h E C ‘,@,P(cl B(0, R)). 
Lemma 2.4(i), Lemma 3.1, and the differentiability of T[h, .] at go, and of 
T[h - hj, .] on {go + tkj : t E [0, 11) which follow by case r = 1 proved above and 
by the membership of h, h - hj in C1,alp(~l B(0, R)), imply that 
lirn llh” (go +kj) -hOgo -Dh(go) .kjllo,,p = o 
j-cc Ilkjllo,p 
, 
ll(h - hi) 0 (go + 4) - (h - hi) 0 gdlo,ap 
(4.17) < 
Ilkjllo,p 
I IID(h - hj)ko) ’ k/-110,~~ lIkjllo,p I c( g, /I y;y I,;,) ~o(llgollo,~)> 
for some positive constant c. Conditions (4.17) clearly show that (4.16) cannot 
hold as j + co. We now prove that da is of class CrP2 by showing that the right- 
hand side of (4.14b) is the composite of maps of class CrP2. By inductive as- 
sumption, T is of class C’- ’ from Wr_i,a,~,b to C”>ap(~lB(O,R)). Then c, 
which is the partial differential of T with respect to its first variable, is of class 
C’-2 from C”,“(cl Q, B(0, R)) to C(C’-‘~“~P(clB(O, R)), C”a*“(cl 0)). Ac- 
cordingly the map g H ((WI,. . . , v,) H (a[g](vi), . . . , a[g](un))) is of class Cre2 
from C’~“(cl fl,B(O,R)) to C(C’-‘,“.P(clB(O,R), R”), C”~““(cl U, R”)). More- 
over, the operator A ++ A o D, where D is the gradient, is linear and continuous, 
and hence of class CM, from C(C’-‘,“,P(cl B(0, R), R”), C”,“a(cl a, R”)) to 
C(C’,“,P(clB(O, R), R), C”~“p(cl R, R”)). Finally, the map M H ((h, k) H 
M[h] k) is linear and continuous, and thus C”, from 
qpl”>P (cl B(0, R), R), CO;““(cl 0, R”)) 
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to 
f3( c’~*~p(cl B(0, R), R) x @(cl n, IV), COJQ(clO)). 
Thus we have shown that g H dcr[g] is of class CrP2, and the proof of (4.5), for 
m = 0, r > 1 is complete. We now prove (4.5) for m > 0 by induction on m. Case 
m = 0, for all r > 1 has already been proved above. We now assume that (4.5) is 
true for m, and for all Y > 1, and prove it for m + 1, and for all Y > 1. By virtue of 
Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show that 
(4.18a) T E C’(W,+(,+I),~,~+I,,Y, C’(clQ)), 
(4.18b) &, T E Cr(Wr+(m+~J,u,m+l,B, Cm~Ym+1(a,8)(~1K?)). 
I 
Now, (4.18a) holds because W,+(,+ I),~,~+ 1,~ is imbedded in Wr+m,cu,m, 1 and T 
is of class C’ from M/(r+m,a,m,t o C m~~~(“~l)(~l Q), which is imbedded in 
C’(clQ). To prove (4.18b), we observe that (a/&i) T[f,g] equals the map in 
(3.7). By inductive assumption, T is of class C’ from W,.+m,a,m,t to 
CmlYm(a, ‘)(cl a). Then by Lemma 2.4 (i) and by the imbedding of 
Cm+l,B(~l R, B(0, R)) in C”l’(cl Q, B(0, R)), we can conclude that the map in 
(3.7) is the composite of maps of class C’, and the proof of the theorem is 
complete. 0 
We now deduce by Theorem 4.2, the following two theorems. 
Theorem 4.19. Let Q, p l ]0,1], m E N, r E N \{O}. Let G, Qj be bounded, open 
connected subsets of R”. Let c[G] < co. Let fll have the Cm+“a,P-extension 
property. Then T, considered as a map of Cm+r.aJ’(~l tit) x Cm,B(cl 0, cl fit) to 
Cm~~m(“.B)(cl Q) is the restriction ofan operator ? of class C’ defined in an open 
neighborhood of the subset Cm+r,u,p (cl Qt) x C”s,‘(cl R, cl at) in the normed 
space C m+r,oJ’(~l Q,) x C”,“(cl Q, KY”). Th e I erential of f at each (fo,go) E d’j’ 
C”+r,u,p(Clnt) x c m,p(cl Q, cl fit), is delivered byformula (4.3), for all (v, w) E 
Cm+r>%P(C1 Ql) x C”.P (cl a, R”). Furthermore, the same statement holds pro- 
vided that Cm + ‘1 Ly.P is replaced by Cm “, N, ‘. 
Proof. Since fit has the C m + ‘) aJ’-extension property, there exists a con- 
tinuous extension operator ‘^’ of Cmfr,a,p(~l al) to Cmfr, *J’(cl B(0, R)), with 
B(0, R) > cl Qt. We now observe that the linear and continuous operator 
E from Cmtr,n,p(C1 n,) x C”J(c1 Q, cl 01) to C”f’+~P(ClB(O, R)) x 
C”,a(cl 0,cl at) defined by E[f ,g] G (f,g) is the restriction of the op- 
erator Eg from Cm+r,a,p (cl 0,) x C”J(cl n, B(0, R)) to C*fr,a,p(Cl B(0, R)) x 
C”~“(cl n,B(O,R)) defined by E’:[f,g] = (f,g). Moreover, the domain of Efl 
contains the domain of E, and is open in the space Cmtr,aJ’(~l Rt)x 
C”,9(cl R, R”). We define ? E TR o Er, where TR is the map T of Theorem 4.2. 
Since Ed is linear and continuous, and thus of class C”, the statement follows by 
Theorem 4.2. The last statement follows by the first statement and by Lemma 
2.20 (iv), (v). q 
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Theorem 4.20. Let cy, 0 ~]0,1], m E N, r E N \{O}. Let 0,01 be bounded open 
connected subsets of [w”. Let c[Q] < 03, c[fll] < co. Then T is of class C’ from 
C nz+r,a.p(C1 0,) x C”J(c1 n, 01) to c m,~m(aa ‘1 (cl 0). The differential of Tat each 
(fo, go) in the domain of T is delivered by formula (4.3), for all (u, w) E 
Pfr,a,p(Cln,) x c m,fl(cl 0, R”). Furthermore, the same statement holds pro- 
vided that Cm+r,a.p is replaced by Cmfr.ula. 
Proof. It clearly suffices to show that T is of class C’ in a neighborhood of each 
(,fo, go) of the domain of T. Since go(cl 6?) is compact and contained in Qi, then 
there exists an open subset W of R” such that go(clQ) C cl W C Ql. Let 
4 E C”(R”) be such that 4 = 1 on cl W, 4 = 0 on R” \Qi. Let R > 0 be such 
that B(O: R) > cl 0,. We now consider the map TO defined by To[ f, g] E (f 4) o g 
from Cm+r,‘r,p(~l 0,) x C”xB(cl Q, fii) to C ‘FZ ^im(“,fl)(cl Q). By Lemma 2.20 (i), 
Lemma 2.28, and by assumption c[fli] < oc, the linear map ,f ++ f 4 is con- 
tinuous in Cm+r,a,p(~l Qi). S’ mce each f 4 is a limit of polynomials in 
Cm+r,a(cl a,), by multiplying such polynomials by a Cm function with compact 
support in 0, and equal to 1 on the support off 4, we can easily see that f 4 is a 
limit in Cm+r,a (clB(0, R)) of C” functions with support in RI. Then by 
Weierstrass theorem, we have f 4 E C nzfr,a~p(~l B(0, R)). Since 4 is equal to 0 in 
cl B(0, R) \cl 01, the map f -f 4 is linear and continuous from Cm+r,aJ’(~l fli) 
to Cmfr,“,p(cl B(0, R)). Then TO can be seen as the composition of the linear and 
continuous operator (f,g) H (4f,g) from Cm+r*‘y,p(cl Qi) x C”,@(cl R, Qi) 
to C”+‘,“,P(clB(O: R)) x Cm~fi(cl Q,B(O, R)) and of the operator T from 
C”+‘,“,P(clB(O, R)) x C”,b(cl fi,B(O, R)) to C”;ym(“,B)(cl Q), which is of class 
C’ by Theorem 4.2. Then TO is of class C’. Now we observe that by virtue of our 
choiceof4,wehave To[f,g] =f og,V(f,g) E CMfr,aJ’(~lOi) x C”~s(clQ, W), 
which is an open neighborhood of (fo, go) in the domain of T. Then T equals an 
operator of class C’ in a neighborhood of (fo,go) and (4.3) holds. The arbitrari- 
ness of (fo,go) implies the validity of the statement. By Lemma 2.20 (iv) and 
Lemma 2.25 (iii), the proof of the last statement follows by Theorem 4.2 as that 
for the spaces Cm+r,a,p. q 
We now have a partial converse of Theorems 3.3,4.2 which complements the 
work of Drabek (1975) and of Sobolevskij (1984), who considered the case m = 0, 
n= l,r=O. 
Proposition 4.21. Let y, p l ]0,1], /3 2 y, m E N \{O}, r E N. Let 0 be a bounded 
open connected subset of I!??” such that c[Q] < co. Letf be a function of Iw” to [w. Zf 
the map gH f o g is of class C’from C”~~(cl Q, R”) to C”‘y(cl 52), then for all 
R > 0, we havef E C”+r,TJ’(clB(O, R)) ( accordingly, f beZongs also to the spaces 
which are equal to C m+rlyJ’(~l B(0, R)), cJ: (2.19a), Lemma 2.20 (iv), and Lemma 
2.25 (iii)). 
Proof. We prove the statement by induction on r. Let r = 0. Let G be an affine 
invertible map in R” such that G(cl0) > B(0, R). By assumption we have 
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f o G E PY(cl0). S’ mce G(-‘) exists and is of class C”, Lemma 3.1 implies 
that f E C”,7(clB(O, R)). Then by the arbitrariness of R > 0, we have f E 
Cm(rW”). Now let {&} be an ‘approximation of unity’ as in (2.14) with 0 < E < 1 
and G as above. It is well-known that &(x) = JclBcO,tj j”(G(x) - y)#+(y) dy is of 
class C”(Iw”). We now note that the maps Y-G(.) -y and Y++&(Y) of 
clB(0, 1) to C”,fl(cl R, [w”) and to [w respectively, are continuous. Then by as- 
sumption the map 
y~f(G(.) -Y)&(Y) -f(G(.))&(y) = F,(Y), 
is continuous from cl B(0, 1) to C”,Y(cl Q). Accordingly, FE( .) can be integrated 
by using the Riemann integral or the Bochner integral for Banach space valued 
functions, which we denote by J. Then by Zaanen (1967, Chapter 6,931, Theorem 
2), we have the following 
(4.22) 
II 
7 FE(y)dy 
cl B(O,l) /I m>+Y 
5 clB; 1) llFE(Y)llm,~dY1 
where the integral in the right-hand side is an ordinary Lebesgue integral. Since 
s cl B(0, 1) llF~b’llm,,d~ 5 ,y$ Ilf(G(.) -Y) -fW))ll,,,, E 
jeo ,y! ll(G(.) -Y) - Wll,,p = 0, E 
the continuity assumption on g ++ f o g and (4.22) imply that 
(4.23) j@o,dl, F,(y)dy = 0 in Cm,“‘(clQ). 
Now, the evaluation 7r, at X, defined by 7r, = Q(X), V’a: E C”,Y(cl 0) is clearly 
linear and continuous. Then by Zaanen (1967,931, Theorem 5), we have 
so that jcleco t) F,(y) dy actually coincides with the function which at all x takes 
on the value Jcleco ,) f(G(x) -y)&(y) -f(G(x))+,(y) dy. Then the limiting 
relation (4.23) and (2.14) imply that the sequence of C” functions {$1/n) tends 
to f(G(.)) in the II . llm,y- norm as n + co. Since $tj, E C”([w”), Weierstrass 
theorem implies that f o G E C”~Y~P(cl 0). Since G is affine and has an inverse of 
class C”, Theorem 3.3 implies that f E C “,yJ’(clB(O, R)). We now assume that 
the statement of the proposition holds for Y and prove it for r + 1. Let 
g E C”J(c1 Q, Iw”), and let ei be the element of C”,p(clQ, [w”) with the i-th 
component equal to 1 and with the remaining components equal to 0. We set 
rf[g] E f o g. By the differentiability of Y+ at g, it follows that 
(4.24) ,“-“, 
II 
f(s(.) + te’) -f(g(.)) 
~lleillm.a 
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Then afldyi exists at all points of g(clR), and (af/ayi)(g) = dTf[g](e’) E 
C”,Y(cl 0). Then by the arbitrariness of g, we have f E Cl@“). Then by writing 
(4.24) for an arbitrary h E (At,. , hn) E C”t@(cl 0, R”), ]]h]],,o # 0, we con- 
clude that dTf[g](h) = C;=r (aflayr)(g)hl. Since Tf is ofclass Cr+‘, then dTf is 
of class C’ from 
CmJ(cl Q, R”) to C(C”J(c1 n, R”), C”‘Y(Cl n)), 
and since the ‘evaluation’ map A H A [e’], i = 1,. . , n is linear and continuous 
from ~(C”~~(cl52,R”), Cm,r(clO)) to C”,Y(clQ), we conclude that the map 
g H dTf[g](e’) = afldyi o g is of class C’ from C”,p(~lfi, R”) to C”‘Y(cl G). 
Then by inductive assumption, dfldyi E C”+‘~Y~P(clB(O, R)), VR > 0. By using 
Lemma 2.2O(iv) and the definition of the spaces C”+rla,o, it follows im- 
mediately that f E Cm+r+‘,y,p(~l B(0, R)), VR > 0. q 
5. THE INVERSION OPERATOR 
The goal of this section is to study the differentiability properties of the op- 
erator J defined in (1.2). We first observe that if m E N\(O), o l ]0,1], and if a, 
01 are bounded open connected subsets of R”, such that c[Q] < 00, c[flr] < oc), 
then the inverse of an element f of 
(5.1) Zm+ - 
= {f E C”,“(cl Q, cl Qr) : f is injective, 
f(cl 0) = cl fir, det Of(x) # 0, Vx E cl 0) 
belongs to C”,“(cl Rr , cl 0) (cf. L anza (1991, Lemma 4.2)). Thus it seems natural 
to consider J as a map of Z,,, to C”x*(clQr, R”). Now, there are two difficul- 
ties. First, condition f(c1 G) = cl fir makes it evident that Z,,, is not open in 
C”,“(cl Q, R”), so that it is not clear what is meant by ‘J is of class C”. Second, 
as proved in Lanza (1991, Proposition 4.9 and following example), there is no 
hope to have J continuous on all of I,,,, if the range of J is equipped by the 
norm (/ llrn a. To circumvent the former difficulty, we introduce a suitable open 
neighborhood of I,,,> a, and show that locally, J can be extended to a differenti- 
able operator. To circumvent the second, we restrict J to the spaces C)“)“x”(cl 0), 
C”, a~p cl Q) We now introduce the following preliminary Lemma (cf. Lanza ( 
(1991, Corollary 4.24, Proposition 4.29)). 
Lemma 5.2. Let Cl be a bounded open connected subset of [w” such that c[n] < 03. 
Let 
(5.3) l[f] E inf 
{ 
If(x) -f(Y)l 
Ix -YI 
:x,YEQ,x#Y > 
I 
Vf E C’(c1 Q, R”). 
Then 
(i) I [f] > 0 ifand only zff . . t IS znJecive and det Df (x) # 0, Vx E cl a. 
(ii) The map f H I[ f ] is continuousfrom C’ (cl Q, R”) to [0, +co[. 
(iii) Yb = {f E C’(clR,R”) : I[f] > S} isopen in C’(cl0, R”), forall > 0. 
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Remark 5.4. It clearly follows that if m E N\(O), (Y ~]0,1], then C”.“(cl R, R”) n 
YO is an open neighborhood of I,,, in C”,“(cl a, R”), and that Z,,, G Z n 
C”~“(cl0, R”), wh ere Z G {f E Y0 : f(cl0) = cl Qi}. 
Lemma 5.5. Let m E N\(O), Q! l ]0,1]. Let R, fll be bounded connected open 
subsets of R” such that c[Q] < co, c[fll] < DC). Then 
(i) Zff E Cm,n,o (cl R, cl Qi) n 1, then Jf E Cm,a,o(cl Qi, cl G). 
(ii) If f E C M’a,P(~l 0, cl Qi) n 2, then Jf E dmlcu,o(cl Qi, cl Q). (Za parti- 
cular, tffll has the Cm> a,’ -extensionproperty, then C;m,a,o(cl Qi) = C”xa,P(cl 01) 
holds, so that Jf E C”~“~P(cl Qi, cl Q)). 
Proof. As observed above, we have f (-l) E C”,“(cl Qi, R”), ‘df E I,,,. Now, 
let f E Cm,cu,o (cl Q, cl Qi) n 2. To prove (i), it suffices to show that 
(5.6) Of (6’) = (Of)_’ 0 (f (-1)) 
belongs to Cm- 1,a,o (cl Qi, lRf12). Since l/x E C-(10, +co[), (3.5) and Lemma 
2.28 imply that (Of))’ E dm-l,a,o (cl Q, RU2). By Lemma 2.25(ii), we have 
C”~“(cln,,cln) c Cm-l,l,O (cl fli, cl a), then (3.5) and equality (5.6) imply the 
validity of statement (i). Statement (ii) is a consequence of(i) and of the inclu- 
sion of C”,“,P(cl Gi) in G”‘“‘O(cl Qi). 0 
The author has not investigated whether the implication ‘fE 
P”~P(cl~,clRi)nZimpliesJf E C “~“~“(~1 Gi, cl Q)’ holds without extra as- 
sumptions such as ‘0, has the Cm)a,o -extension property’. We now have the fol- 
lowing. 
Lemma 5.7. Let m E N\(O), 6 > 0, (Y l ]0,1]. Let 0, 6’1 be bounded open con- 
nected subsets of R” such that c[n] < 00, c[Q] < 03. Then 
(i) J maps bounded subsets of {f E C”>*(cl Q,cl Qi) : f (cl Q) = cl 01, 
Z[f] > 6) into boundedsubsetsof C”,*(clfli,clQ). 
(ii) J is continuous from 2,,, to C”l”(cl Ri, cl Q) at an element fo E I,,, if 
and only tf the composition map f H fo(-‘) of of I,,,,, to C")*(cl 0, cl 0) is con- 
tinuous at f0. 
(iii) Jis continuousfrom CM1”lo(cl Q, R”) n Z,,, to C;“ll”>o(cl 01, R”). 
(iv) J is continuous from C”,“,P(cl Q, R”) n I?,,, to C”~““(clfii, R”). Zf QI 
has the Cm1n1o -extension property, then the range of J is contained in 
C”~“~P(Cl ni, R”). 
Proof. For a proof of (i), cf. Lanza (1991, Theorem 4.28). Statement (ii) is a 
consequence of statement (i), of Lemma 5.2, and of the following two inequal- 
ities (cf. Lemma 3.1). 
(5.8) 
Ilfo(-‘) -f (-‘k,cy 6 Ilfo(-l) of -fo(_l) Ofollm,annllf (-‘$?J> 
Ilfo(-‘) oh -fo(-l) of Ilm,a I Ilf (-l) -fd-*)llm,u Gnllf II,,,). 
Statements (iii), (iv) follow by (ii), by Theorem 3.3 and by Lemma 5.5. q 
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We now turn to study the differentiability of J. By applying the Implicit 
Function Theorem, we have the following. 
Theorem 5.9. Let m E N, r E N\(O), cy E]O, 11. Let LY, = cy ifm > 0, cy, G 1 ij 
m = 0. Let 0, 01 he bounded connected open subsets of [w”. Let c[s2] < co, 
c[Q,] < cc. Then thefollowing hold. 
(i) Let R huve the CMfr,Uni.o-extension property. Let J be defined 
,from i;m+r.a,.O (clQ,clR~)n Z to ~m~‘Y~o(~l~l,cl~), and let fo E 
C enz+r3nm.o(~l n, cl Ql) n 1. Then there exists an open neighborhood Wh off0 in 
Cm+r~nrn~o(~l R, R’); andun operator & ofcluss C’from Wl;, to ~?“,~.‘(cl Qi, R”) 
such that 
(5.10) &i[,f-I = J[fl> Yf E WA, n 1. 
The differential qf jr, at f E WI, n Z is delivered by the formula 
(5.11) h H - [(Of)-’ o f (-‘)I (h o,f’-“), 
,for all h E C?m+r.rum.o(~l R, R”). 
(ii) If R has the Cn’+u.‘rm,*-extension property, statement (i) holds with 
Cm+r,&,O replaced by Cm+u~rr~~~p. In this case, the range of & is contained in 
Cm,ru,o(~l L?, , R”). Ij’ we ur ,f th er assume that nl has the C”.a,o-extension property, 
then we can assert that the range of jh is contained in C",".P(cl 0, 1 R”). 
Proof. Let R > 0 be such that B(0, R) > cl Q and let ‘E’ be a continuous exten- 
sion operator from Cn’+r,n*l.O(~l Q, R”) to C?m+r:ntZ*.o(cl B(O: R), IX”). Let 0 be 
the operator defined by O[,f, g] E (E[f] o g) - id,rn,. By (3.9, Lemma 2.20 (iv) 
and Theorem 4.2 the map 0 is of class C’ from (Cm+r~‘i~n.o(cl R, iRn) n Yo) x 
?l.“Xo(cl fl,, B(0, R)) to din,“- (cl G’I, R”). We now observe that for all ,f E 
C -‘n+r:fr~,o(~l 0, R”) n YO such that f (cl a) = cl Qi, we have @[f,g] = 0 if g = 
,f’(-‘1 (the membership off’(-‘1 in ~m.rr.o (cl Qi, R”) follows by Lemma 2.20 (iii), 
and Lemma 5.5). We now apply the Implicit Function Theorem to equation 
G[_f! g] = 0 around the pair (fo, fo'-'I), with fo in the domain of J. By (4.3) the 
partial differential of 8 at (fo,J~-‘I) with respect to the variable g, is defined by 
(5.12) d,O[fo, f/-l’](h) = Dfo(fo’-‘I) h Yh E ~?‘“l:“~~(cl O,, R”). 
Since,fb E ~m+F~Wn~o (cl R, R”) n Z, Lemma 5.5 implies that the invertible matrix 
Dfo(f (-‘I) has inverse in cm’rP’.f’m,o (cl Ri, OX”&) which is contained in 
C -m91’~8(c1 Qr: LQ”‘) (cf. Lemma 2.20 (iii)).Then it is easily seen that d, O[fo,,f~-“1 
is a linear homeomorphism of Cm.n.o (cl QI, R”). Thus the Implicit Function 
Theorem implies the existence of an open neighborhood WfO of .f& and an open 
neighborhood V,(ml~ of,f,(P’), and of a map j~” of class C’ from WI0 to VJ/~‘) such 
that the graph of & coincides with the set of zeros of 8 in WA, x IIf;-‘). By 
the inclusion of Cm+r,rum.o (clRi, R”) in Cm.n~o(~lQi,lRn), which follows by 
Lemma 2.20 (iii), and by Lemma 5.7 (iii), J is continuous on WfO n 1. Then by 
possibly shrinking WY”, we can assume that J maps W,, n Z to V$‘). Since 
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@[f,J[f]] = 0, Vf E ?V,, n 1, we must have J[f’] = &[f], Vf E Wh n 2. The 
proof of (i) is complete. The validity of (5.11) also follows by the Implicit Func- 
tion Theorem. The proof of (ii) is similar (see also Lemma 5.5). q 
Remark. If c[Q] < cc, c[&] < cc, then Theorem 5.9 could be restated by as- 
suming the same type of extension property on 01, rather than on Q. In case (i) 
for example, we could show that 01 [f, g] = [E [ f o fo(-‘I] o g] - id,] o, = 0 is the 
graph of some operator Ji around (fo,f~ of:-“), and then set j/~ E fo(-‘) o J;. 
For brevity, we omit the details. 
We now note that Lemma 2.20 (iii), Lemma 2.28, Theorem 3.3 and Lemma 5.5 
imply that the differential in (5.11) maps c”r~“~o(cl G, R”) to ~r-l,a,o(cl 01, R”), 
for fo E cr~“~o(cl Q, cl 01) n 1, r 2 1. Therefore, it is natural to suspect that in 
case m = 0, the differentiability of a local extension of J may hold if a~(= 1) is 
replaced by LY. Indeed we have the following, whose proof is not based on the 
Implicit Function Theorem. 
Theorem 5.13. Ler (Y ~]0,1], r E N\(O). Let Q, 01 be bounded connected open 
subsets of [w” such that c[0] < KI, c[Q] < m. Let 6’1 have the Cr’a,o-extension 
property. Let J be dejinedfrom c”““(cl fl, cl Qi) n Z to c”~*~o(cl 6’1, cl L?). For 
all fo in the domain of J, there exists an open neighborhood WfO of fo in 
@qcl n, R”), and a map jfO of class C’from WfO to c”,“)o(cl fll, R”) which 
extends J to WfO. Furthermore, the d@erential of jr at f E WfO n Z is delivered by 
formula (5.1 I), for all h E cr~“~o(cl Q, R”). 
Proof. Let ‘E’ be a continuous extension operator from cr~O~o(cl 0,) R”) to 
c ““““(clB(O, R), R”), with B(0, R) > cl Qi. We first consider case r = 1. Let 4 E 
CX(B(O, R)) h ave compact support in B(0, R) and satisfy 4 = 1 on cl 0,, 
141 < 1. Let W be the neighborhood in C”““(clfii, R”) of the identity ‘id’ in 
cl 01 defined by 
(5.14) 
w = {f E i;““qcl n,, R”): 
detP(E[f - i&n,14 + i&B(O,R))l > 0 in clB(O, R)}. 
By virtue of a known theorem of Meisters and Olech (1963), definition (5.14) and 
the identity E[ f - id,in,] 4 + id,lB(s, R) = id,iB(O,R) on aB(O, R), imply that the 
map E[ f - id,, o,] 4 + id,, s(O, R) is a diffeomorphism of cl B(0, R) onto itself, for 
all f E W. In particular if f E W, then 
(5.15) (&[f - i&n,]4 + &lB(O,R)) (-‘)(cln,) C B(0, R). 
For all f E W, we set 
J[f I z {(&[f - &n,l+ + &lB(O,R)) (-')I,d,,, 
Clearly, if f E W, and if f (cl 0,) = cl 01, then j[ f ] = f (-‘). We now set 
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& f {u E ~l~(Y.0 (clfv, RI) : ulas(o,R) = 01, 
(5.16) X,* E {U E X, : det D(id c’R(O,R) + u) > 0 in cl B(O, R)}, 
ff[u] = (&‘B(o,R) + .)(-‘)> vu E x,L’, 
and observe that j[f] = H[E[f - idc’n,]~]I,,n,,Vj’ E W, and that H[u](cl Q,) C 
B(0, R), Vu E X,‘. We now show that for all y l ]O,ol[, H is differentiable from 
X,: to C I.7 (cl B(0, R), lRn) at the origin, with differential u H - U, i.e. we show 
that 
ll(idcm(o.R) + u) - ( ‘) 1 
(5.17) ,,u,y--0 
- ‘d, 
Ilull I,0 
lB(0.R) +"li~,y = o, 
UEX, 
By Lemma 3.1, we have 
Il(idc’B(o,R) + u)(-‘) - &B(o,R) + ull~,~ 
5 lb.b(o,R) - (i&m(o.R) - u) o (u + idc’B(O,R))ll’,y 
X c?(\I(u + id,‘B(o.R))‘-“li,.T) 
= lluo (~+&‘B(o,R)) - ~lI,,~~‘(l~(“+id,‘~(o.R))‘-“~/,,~) 
Then by Lemma 5.7(i), (5.17) can be deduced by the validity of the following 
condition 
(5.18) ,,$-‘, 
/Iu O (idclB(o.R) + u) - UIII,~ = o, 
I ( I* Ilull 1,n 
24 t xc, 
Assume by contradiction that (5.18) does not hold. Then there exists 2 > 0, and a 
sequence {un} converging to zero in X, such that 
(5.19) 0 (id,‘s(o, R) + u,) - 
Since {u~/]]u~]]‘,~} is bounded in the Cl,“-norm, and since C’~‘Y~o(~lB(O, R)) is 
compactly imbedded in C’,*‘,’ (cl B(0, R)), by possibly selecting a subsequence, 
we can assume that limn(u,/]/u,]]‘,,) = u in C’.?,‘(clB(O, R), R”). By Theorem 
3.3 (ii), we have lim,(u,/]]un]j,,,,) o (id,‘B(O,_R) + u,) = u in the ]I . (I,,,-norm, in 
contradiction with (5.19). Now let f. E C”“.“(clQ,R’) n 1. We set W’ z 
{,f E C’,cr.O (cl fit, Rn) : J’ o fo(-‘) E W}. By Lemma 5.5 (i), and by Theorem 3.3, 
W,;, is open in C’,“.O (cl Q, II2 “). We also set 
(5.20) &[f] = {El&-“1 0 (&[f o$‘) - id,‘,,,14 + id,‘B(o,R))‘-“},c,((, 
Since f H E[f ofocp') - id,‘(2,]4 is linear and continuous from M& to X0+, to 
prove that fh is differentiable from W/, to C’,“(cl B(0, R), R”), it suffices to show 
that the map Hf[[u] E E[jb(-‘)I o (u + idclB(O,R)) (-‘) is differentiable from X,’ to 
C”,“(cl B(O,R), R”). Let U’ E X,‘. We write Hf”[u] as 
%, k] = H~o [UI 1 0 {ff [(u + i&l ~(0. R)) 0 (~1 + ihi ~(0. R)) (b’) - id,, qo. zt)] 1, 
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Since u H (u + id,lBp, R)) o (~1 + idclBp R))(-l) - id,lB(s,R) is affine and con- 
tinuous (cf. Theorem 3.3) from X,’ to X,‘, and since H is differentiable from X,’ 
to Co, ‘(cl B(0, R), cl B(0, R)) at u = 0, and since the map v H H~o [ZQ] o u is the 
restriction of a map of class C’ from a neighborhood of the identity in 
C’,‘(clB(O, R), R”) to C’,“(clB(O, R), R”), we conclude that Hf[ .] is differ- 
entiable at ~1. 
( 1) 
By applying the chain rule, and by setting uf, E 
&MI ofo- - id,lo,]4, we have 
(5.21) 
d&Ml(h) 
= -~V!fo]%l],clR, . {[E[h ofocp’)]q5] o (id clB(O,R) + nP),c,a, 1 
y’h E Cl,%0 (~10, [w”). Note that iffi(clQ) = cl 01, then (UA + idclB(o,R))lcln, = 
fi of(-‘) and consequently djfo[f,](h) = -[(Ofi)-’ o (f/-l))] . (h of,‘-‘)). We 
now ‘show that the map fi H djb [f,]( .) is continuous from kVfO to 
C(C1~U~o(clO,R”), C”~~(clR~,R”)).ByLemma5.7(iii),themapf~ H H[zq,]~~ln, 
is continuous from VV,, to C’~“(clfll,B(O,R)). By Theorem 3.3, and by 
the membership of E[f,(-‘I] E C1*alo(clB(O,R),lR”), the map f, H 
WLf -"I 0 Hb, I) ,cl(2, is continuous from WfO to C”~“(clR,,R”). Since the 
pointwise product is continuous in C’,“(cl Q,), and since the map h H 
&[h ofi-l’] 4 is mear and continuous from C”“x”(clO, R”) to X,, and since the 1’ 
composition between linear maps is bilinear, it suffices to show that the map u H 
(k H ko (idlcle(o,R) + &i,) is continuous from X,’ to C(Xa, C”,“(clOl, R”)). 
Since by Lemma 5.7(iii) and Lemma 2.20 (iii) H is continuous from X,’ to 
Co> 1 (cl B(0, R), cl B(0, R)), it suffices to show that 
(5.22) li,rn sup J]hov-hown]]O,a = 0 
llhll -1 I.0  
hcX, 
whenever a sequence {z)~} converges to 2, in Co,’ (cl B(0, R), cl B(0, R)). Assume 
that (5.22) does not hold. Then there exists E > 0, and a sequence {h,} with 
]]/z~]]~,~ = 1 such that, by possibly selecting a subsequence of {vn}, the following 
holds 
(5.23) )]h, o ZI - h, o TJ,)/~,~ > 2. 
Since C’~“~“(clB(O, R)) is compactly imbedded in C”‘“,o(cl B(0, R)), by possibly 
selecting a subsequence of {hn}, we can assume that {h,} converges to some h in 
CO~“~O(clB(O, R), R”). Then by Lemma 3.1, we have 
Inequality (5.24) and Theorem 3.3 show that (5.23) cannot hold as n + co. We 
have thus proved the theorem in case r = 1. We now consider case r > 1. Now we 
set Wi E {f E Cr~u~o(cl 0, R”) : f ofo(-‘) E W}, and we consider ji defined as 
in (5.20), where now the extension operator is considered with r > 1. (For sim- 
plicity, we have dropped the index r in the statement.) We now show that ji is of 
class C’. By the previous part of the proof, which works also in case we consider 
the extension operator with r > 1, it is readily seen that ji is of class C 1 in WjO. 
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In particular, dji [ fi](h) . d 1’ 1s e ‘vered by (5.21). It clearly suffices to show that 
f’ H d~~(fi](~)isofclassC’-1fromWjoto~(i;’~~~o(cl~,IW”),Co~“(clR’,iW”)). 
Since f’ H U/I is affine and continuous and therefore of class C” from 
M$, to C’.U’o(~lB(O, R),R”) n X,‘, and since the map A H A o (h H 
&[h oJi-“]4) is linear and continuous from C(C’.“Xo(cl B(0, R), R”) n A’,,, 
C’.^(clB(O, R), R”)) to C(C’,“.“(cl (2, R”), C”~“(cl B(0, R), R”)), and the re- 
striction to cl Q’ is linear and continuous, and since the pointwise (bilinear) 
product in C”,“(cl B(0, R)) IS continuous, dj/[ .] is of class C’- ’ provided that 
the following two conditions hold 
(a) The map u H D{E[f,(-‘I] o (idc’B(O,Rj + u)(-‘~} is of class C’-’ from 
X& 5 ~?‘,~‘,~(cl B(0, R)> Rn) n Xc,’ to Co+1 B(0, R), iw”). 
(b) The map u H (k H k o (idc’R(~,Ri + u)(-‘)) is of class C’-’ from X,.:,, to 
L(CY.f*30(~1B(0, R), R”) n X,,, CO,“(cl B(0, R), Iw”)). 
By Theorem 5.9(i), H is of class C’-’ from X~~_lj+l,r, to C’,“(cl B(O,R), 
cl B(0, R)). By the membership of &[,f;,(-‘)I in C(‘-‘)+ ‘.rx,o(~l B(0, R). R”), and 
by Theorem 4.19, the map T[E[,fb(-‘) 1, .] from C’.“(cl B(0, R), cl B(0, R)) to 
C’,“(cl B(0, R), 1w”) is the restriction of an operator of class C’-‘. Then (a) 
holds. We now prove (b). Since by Theorem 5.9(i), H is of class C’-’ from 
‘q’)f’.,, to C’“(cl B(0, R),cl B(0, R)), ‘t 1 suffices to prove that the map 
71 H (k - k o u) from C’,“(cl B(0, R).ci B(0, R)) to 
CP’.” (cl B(0, R)> [w”) n X,,. Co3”(cl B(0, R). KY”)) 
can be locally extended to some map of class C’- ’ Now T as a map fro’n 
C”,“.‘(cl B(0, R)) x C”b’(cl B(0. R): cl B(O: R)) to C’,“(cl B(0, R)) is the restric- 
tion of a map of class C’. By the same theorem, the differential of such map with 
respect to the first variable is of class C”- ’ and coincides with 7: I++ (k w k o 7~) 
at the points of the do’nain of T. By the imbedding of C’.“(cl B(0, R). cl B(0, R)) 
in Co,’ (cl B(0. R), cl B(0, R)), we conclude that (b) holds. q 
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